We present Atacama Compact Array and Atacama Pathfinder Experiment observations of the [N II] 205 µm fine-structure line in 40 sub-millimetre galaxies lying at redshifts z = 3 to 6, drawn from the 2500 deg [N II] low enough to suggest a large contribution from ionized gas to the [C II] flux and high enough to suggest strongly photon or X-ray region dominated flux. These results highlight a large range in this line luminosity ratio for sub-millimetre galaxies, which may be caused by variations in gas density, ionization parameter, metallicity, and a variation in the fractional abundance of ionized and neutral interstellar medium.
light periods of intense star formation which may represent pivotal growth periods in a galaxy's evolution (e.g., Casey et al. 2014) . At z ∼ 2, sub-millimetre galaxies (SMGs) may have accounted for 50% of star formation in the universe (Wardlow et al. 2011) . At high-redshift, the FIR emission from these galaxies peaks at submillimetre wavelengths in the observer's frame, allowing effective selection at sub-mm or longer wavelengths. The peak redshift at which they are predominantly found depends on the wavelength of the survey: at ∼ 850µm, the peak is close to z ∼ 2.5 (Chapman et al. 2003 (Chapman et al. , 2005 , while at the 1 to 2 mm regime of the SPT survey, the median redshift increases to z ∼ 4 (Weiß et al. 2013 , Strandet et al. 2016 . Regardless of wavelength of selection, they display rapid star formation sometimes exceeding 10 3 M /yr (Swinbank et al. 2014) , and have stellar masses on the order of 10 11 M (Hainline et al. 2011; Michalowski, M. J. et al. 2012; Ma et al. 2015) . Their rapid evolution early in cosmic time continues to push current simulations to match their detailed properties (e.g. Shimizu et al. 2012; Hayward et al. 2013; Narayanan et al. 2015; Cowley et al. 2017) .
In high-redshift dusty galaxies more traditional optical and ultraviolet line diagnostics are not possible due to high dust attenuation. Fine-structure transition lines such as [C II] 158 µm ( 2 P 3/2 → 2 P 1/2 ) and [N II] 205 µm ( 3 P1 → 3 P0) (hereafter [C II] and [N II]) offer important insight into the properties of the interstellar medium (ISM) and importantly are not significantly affected by dust attenuation. The [C II]-to-[N II] ratio can probe physical parameters of the ISM. Assuming a pressure-equilibrium gas cloud with a range of gas densities and ionization parameters at its illuminated surface, Nagao et al. (2012) used CLOUDY modelling (Ferland et al. 1998) to show that the [C II]-to-[N II] flux ratio decreases monotonically with gas metallicity. However, because of dependencies of this ratio on the unknown density and ionization parameters, additional lines such as [N II] 122 µm and [O I] 145 µm are needed to break the degeneracy with these parameters (Nagao et al. 2012) . Since [C II] emission originates from both ionized and neutral gas, while [N II] is primarily emitted from ionized gas, the [C II]-to-[N II] ratio can probe the abundance of ionized and neutral gas regions in a galaxy's ISM (Decarli et al. 2014) .
Several previous studies have used the [C II]-to-[N II] line ratio to investigate the ISM properties of luminous, high-redshift galaxies including SMGs (e.g. Nagao et al. 2012 , Decarli et al. 2014 , Béthermin et al. 2016 , Pavesi et al. 2016 , Umehata et al. 2017 , Pavesi et al. 2018 , Tadaki et al. 2019 . They measure a large range in the line ratio, indicating these galaxies have diverse ISM conditions. At low-redshift, Herrera-Camus et al. (2016) used [N II] 122 µm and 205 µm emission lines to constrain gas density and SFR, while Cormier et al. (2015) found (using the [N II] 122 µm line) that the ionized medium contributes little to the [C II] emission in their dwarf galaxy sample.
This paper presents measurements of [N II] in 40 gravitationally lensed SMGs between 3 < z < 6 from the SPT survey. This is the first uniformly selected large sample of SMGs with [N II] detections at high-redshift. When combined with 29 additional [C II] observations, these measurements allow us to make the first characterization of the high-redshift L [C II] /L [N II] distribution in SMGs using a uniformly selected sample. Its wide redshift range makes it a unique sample to study the possible evolution in the ISM of highredshift SMGs in comparison to local Luminous Infra-red Galaxies (LIRGs). Since the SPT galaxies are gravitationally lensed, even the relatively faint [N II] Table 1 . The signal-tonoise ratio from the optimal integrated line detection is given in the upper-right corner of each panel. The CO line is either CO(4-3) or CO(5-4) depending on source redshift (see Strandet et al. 2016) . Both CO and [C II] lines are normalized to the peak [N II] flux for each source (see Table 1 for [C II] flux). The zero velocity is determined according to redshifts presented in Strandet et al. (2016) . (2016) Umehata (2016) Decarli (2014) Rawle ( The purple square represents LAB1-ALMA3, a galaxy embedded in a Lyman alpha blob at z = 3.1 (Umehata et al. 2017) . A SMG (rightward orange triangle) at z = 5.243 from Rawle et al. (2014) , and two components of SPT2052-56, an unlensed proto-cluster of SMGs at z = 4.3 are also shown (pink stars -Pass et al. in prep). SPT2132-58 (Béthermin et al. 2016 ) has a black circular background. Local LIRGs assembled from Lu et al. (2017) , Díaz-Santos et al. (2017) , and Zhao et al. (2016) are shown as small black dots.
within bands 6 and 7 of ACA, including many sources which had existing [C II] observations (e.g. Gullberg et al. 2015) . Each source has a secure spectroscopic redshift (Table 1 ) determined primarily using CO transitions and other fine-structure lines (see Strandet et al. 2016 for details).
The [N II] line observations for all sources were observed with ACA in Cycle 4 (PI: Chapman, 2016.1.00133.T), except for SPT2132-58 which was observed with the ALMA 12 m array (Béthermin et al. 2016) . ACA is ideal for our measurements of the total [N II] line flux from lensed sources with large (up to ∼ 1.5 ) Einstein radii because its FWHM beam size is 3 to 4 at these frequencies, with the short observations typically yielding elongated beams due to restricted UV coverage. The ACA sensitivity is still sufficient to detect this relatively faint [N II] line (compared to the much brighter [C II]) in the gravitationally lensed SMGs. The [C II] observations used here were taken with the single dish Atacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) and are described in detail in Gullberg et al. (2015) . Figure 1 illustrates continuum images of two of the most extended lensed SMGs in our sample, one from each of band 6 and 7, with high-resolution ALMA band 7 continuum contours superposed. This figure illustrates that our ACA observations are unresolved even for the largest sources. To test this assumption, we extracted both continuum and line flux from elliptical aperture regions corresponding to 1× and 1.5× the beam size, in addition to a point source, single pixel extraction. These aperture extractions did not alter (or increase) the line flux measurement, indicating complete flux contained within the extraction pixel. [N II] spectral lines and the corresponding continuum were extracted at the peak of emission for all sources, shown in Figure 1 with integrated line fluxes and luminosities given in Table 1 . Table 1 . In 4 of the 40 cases, our spectral bandwidth only covers between 50% to 70% of the CO-defined line (SPT0125-50, SPT0300-46, SPT0243-49, and SPT0550-53). This was a compromise taken in order to attempt to reduce the overall project calibration overhead, since the total project exceeded 50 hours. In these cases, we only sum the , we perform survival analysis using the LIFELINES Python package (Davidson-Pilon et al. 2018 ). Survival analysis is often used to determine the time until an event occurs. In cases where an event is not precisely observed, the last observation made before the event occurs can still be used as a lower limit in calculating statistical quantities. For our line ratios, we utilize the lower limits as the last observation before the "event" occurs, where the event is the true line ratio. This analysis gives a slightly higher median value of 9.7 with a similar interquartile range of 4 to 24. Furthermore, reducing our sample to include only sources with good quality [N II] and [C II] detections did not significantly alter our measured medians or interquartile ranges.
In the majority of our sources (17/30, or ∼ 60 %), the L [C II] /L [N II] luminosity ratio (or lower limit) corresponds to model expectations from XDR/PDR or shock regions determined by Decarli et al. (2014) . Decarli et al. (2014) , we perform a two-sample KS test and T-test. The KS test yields a pvalue of 0.44, while the T-test yields p = 0.32. These test results prevent us from conclusively determining the line ratios come from different underlying distributions. In our literature sample, when dust temperatures were not available they were estimated using the relationship shown in Symeonidis et al. (2013) .
We investigate the relationship between we detect 5 sources with larger ratios than the previous SMG record holder SPT2132-58 (Béthermin et al. 2016 , and comparable to the lower far-IR luminous sources of Umehata et al. (2017) and Pavesi et al. (2016) . These sources likely represent extreme ISM environments, where total [C II] emission is dominated by the contribution from PDR/XDR regions. Since neutral nitrogen has a higher ionization potential than hydrogen, we expect that [N II] 205 µm emission will only originate in ionized gas. Therefore, our sources with extremely high L [ [N II] values, possibly owing to lower density gas and therefore a lower contribution of [C II] emission from PDR/XDR regions in local (U)LIRGs. However, the p-values from both the T-test and KS-test (see Section 3) suggest we cannot say the SMGs and local LIRGs arise from different underlying distributions.
We follow the analysis of Nagao et al. (2012) and include two metallicity grids for gas densities of log(n) = 1.5 and = 3, each with ionization parameter log(U ) = −3.5 in Figure 3 . According to the models of Nagao et al. (2012) [N II] should originate in lower metallicity environments. In our sample, we see that the majority of our sample of galaxies have line ratios that place them in the metallicity range of 0.6 < Z/Z < 3.0 if we assume the log(n) = 3. Assuming log(n) = 1.5, we find metallicities in the range 0.2 < Z/Z < 1.0. In both cases, the metallicity spans sub-to solar or super-solar ranges. However, direct interpretation of L [C II] /L [N II] in terms of metallicity is undermined by unconstrained gas density, elemental abundances, fractional abundance of ionized and neural gas, and ionization parameter, which can also affect this luminosity ratio (e.g. Nagao et al. 2012 , Pavesi et al. 2016 ). In galaxies with a significant fraction of neutral ISM, [C II] emission will more heavily out-weigh [N II] than in galaxies with a significant ionized ISM component.
We investigate the relationship between L [N II] /L FIR versus T dust . We observe a deficit in L [N II] /L FIR towards higher T dust after binning according to dust temperature. Gullberg et al. (2015) similarly observed decreasing L [C II] /L FIR towards increasing dust temperature. This result was first presented and explained in Malhotra et al. (2001) who explained this ratio may change due to one of two reasons: (1) high far ultraviolet flux to gas density ratios may positively charge dust grains and therefore decrease heating efficiency, or (2) softer radiation fields can be less effective in heating gas and instead heat only the dust. Gullberg et al. (2015) acknowledged the Stefan-Boltzmann law may explain part of this dependence, as L FIR ∝ T 4 dust . To cancel this relationship, we plot ( Figure 4 . After removing this dependence, we perform a Kendall Tau test on the sample and calculate a p-value of 0.47. Similarly to the results presented in Gullberg et al. (2015) , this result implies we cannot confirm the existence of a correlation between these variables and that [N II] emission is largely independent of dust temperature for our SPT SMGs. To investigate whether the trend appears in sources depending on the relative significance Using survival statistics to account for our lower limits did not significantly alter our results. This resulted in a median of 9.7 and an interquartile range of 4 to 24.
• We measure a decrease in L [N II] /L FIR towards increasing L FIR . From the lowest luminosity bin (log10(L FIR ) < 12.71) to our highest luminosity bin (log10(L FIR ) > 12.9) we find medians of ∼ 1.6 × 10 −4 decreasing to ∼ 1.2 × 10 −4 .
• We determine that our measured [N II] emission is likely independent of dust temperature, after cancelling the L FIR ∝ T 4 dust dependence and performing a Kendall Tau correlation test.
• Our range in observed L [ (Nagao et al. 2012) , and will help strengthen conclusions based on comparisons of the [C II]-to-[N II] ratio between local LIRGs and the highredshift universe.
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